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Abstract. We describe a planned experiment to measure the longitudinal target-spin asymmetry in 
the DVCS process using CLAS12 detector While the beam-spin asymmetry is more sensitive to H 
GPD, measurements of the target-spin asymmetry allow us to access the H GPD. These data will 
extend the Q^ range accessable by the existing CLAS data and the scheduled 6 GeV CLAS DVCS 
experiments to g^ = 8 GeV . 
Keywords: DVCS, polarized, target, GPD, Compton, formfactor, asymmetry 
PACS: 13.60.Fz, 14.20.Dh, 13.88.+e, 13.40.Gp 
INTRODUCTION 
The recently introduced Generalized Parton Distributions (GPD) formalism [1, 2, 3, 
4] provides us with a unifying framework to describe the nucleon structure. These 
functions contain the usual form factors and parton distributions, but in addition they 
include correlations between states of different longitudinal momentum and transverse 
momentum dependence. GPDs can therefore give three-dimensional pictures of the 
nucleon, providing information such as the transverse spatial distribution as a function 
of the longitudinal momentum fraction of the quarks. 
Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) is the simplest and, therefore, the clean-
est process which can be described in terms of GPDs. It was shown [1, 2, 5, 3, 4] that 
the DVCS reaction 7*j9 -^ yp, in the Bjorken limit, can be factorized into a hard scat-
tering kernel and a non-perturbative part (see Fig.l left), described at twist-2 level by 
four GPDs E, H, E and H. This factorization is valid when the virtuality of the incom-
ing photon is large, but the momentum transfer to the nucleon is small {—t « (f). 
The GPDs are functions of three variables x, t, and t, where x characterizes the aver-
age light-cone momentum fraction of the struck quark in the loop, ^ is the longitudinal 
momentum fraction of the transfer to the proton A = p— p', and ? = A^  is the standard 
transfer between the virtual and real photons. Recent results of DVCS Beam Spin Asym-
metries (BSA) from Jefferson Lab and HERMES [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] suggested that the GPD 
framework can be applied to DVCS experiments at the electron beam energies as low as 
6 GeV. 
In the forward limit (t, = t = 0), the GPDs H and H reduce to the usual parton 
distributions ^(x) andA^(x): 
/ / '?(x,^=0,? = 0) = q{x), (1) 
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DVCS 
FIGURE 1. Handbag diagram to the DVCS process (left); diagrams contributing to the photon 
electroproduction process(right). 
Hi{x,^={},t = {}) = Aq{x), (2) 
where q stands for the quark flavor. The first moments of the GPDs and the elastic form 
factors are related by the following relations: 
f dxm{x,^,t) = Ff{t), j dxE'i{x,^,t)=F^{t), (3) 
j^\xH^{x,^,t) = gl{t), j^\x&{x,^,t) = hl{t), (4) 
where F^ and F^ are the Dirac and Pauli form factors, g\ is the axial form factor and h\ 
is the induced pseudoscalar form factor. The second moment of the GPDs and the total 
angular momentum carried by quarks are related via Ji's sum rule: 
Y^\j^\xx[m{x,^,t = Q)+E^{x,^,t = Q)]=J, (5) 
Since AE is constrained in DIS experiments, if one makes enough measurements to 
extract the second moments of the GPDs, the sum rule will determine the quark orbital 
momentum contribution to the nucleon spin. 
The ep -^ epy process can either occur by radiation along one of the electron lines 
(Bethe-Heitler or BH) or by emission of a real photon by the nucleon (DVCS) as shown 
in right panel of Fig. 1. The total amplitude 5^ is the coherent sum of the BH and DVCS 
amplitudes: 
BH^ 
(6) 
(7) 
where ^DVCS and £^BH are the amplitudes for the DVCS and Bethe-Heitler processes, 
and .y denotes the interference between these amplitudes. The \^Drcs\^ term is pre-
dicted to be smaller than other contributions, and therefore we do not keep it in this 
discussion. On the other hand, it may be possible to make empirical estimates of the rela-
tive magnitude of the | ^orcsf term using future accurate data. Neglecting the | ^orcsf 
term, the longitudinal target-spin asymmetry can be expressed in terms of Compton 
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formfactors (CFFs) as: 
da^-da^ 2 • ,TBH • Im{,9hvcs) 
ALU 
7^ + da^ \TBHr + 2-.%H-Re{-^DVcs) 
We can see from Eq. 8 that the main contributions to ALU come from J^ and J^, 
whereas the (f contribution is suppressed. Clearly we need at least another measured 
observable, for instance the beam-spin asymmetry, to be able to separate the ^ and ^ 
terms. The extraction of GPDs will be done in the same manner as Parton Distribution 
Functions are extracted from structure function measurements, by means of a global fit 
of data using GPD parametrization. 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The proposed experiments will use the standard CLAS12 setup. Six symmetrically ar-
ranged superconducting coils will provide a toroidal magnetic field for the spectrometer. 
Each of the six sectors of CLAS12 will be instrumented with identical detector packages, 
consisting of drift chambers for tracking, Cherenkov counters and time-of-flight systems 
for particle identification, electromagnetic shower and pre-shower calorimeters for trig-
gering and neutral particle detection. A central detector system, consisting of a silicon 
vertex detector and a time-of-flight system will provide us with a detection and identifi-
cation capabilities for slower backward-going particles. A special lead-glass calorimeter 
will be installed downstream of the target to detect the photons at small angles. The tar-
get will be polarized via the method of Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) which is a 
well established technique that has been used extensively in nuclear and particle physics 
experiments. 
The experiments will run for 120 days at the luminosity of L = 2 x 10^ ^ cm^^s^' 
using 11 GeV electron beam provided by the upgraded accelerator of Jefferson Labo-
ratory. The statistical uncertainties of the asymmetry measurements are expected to be 
between 2% and 10%, depending on the value of XB and Q^, because the number of ex-
pected events at low XB is much larger than the number of events at higher XB > 0.4. An 
example of the projected precision for the target-spin asymmetries assuming 80% target 
polarization is shown in Fig. 2. These differences between the blue dashed curve and the 
red solid curve clearly demonstrate the sensitivity of the target-spin asymmetry to the H 
GPD. 
SUMMARY 
The expected DVCS data from the experiment with a longitudinally polarized target 
and CLAS12 detector will extend the (f- range of the existing CLAS data and up-
coming dedicated 6 GeV experiment to g^ = 8 GeV^, at the same time providing a 
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FIGURE 2. Target spin asymmetry versus cp for g^ = 4.1 GeV^, XB = 0.36 and -t = 0.52 GeV^ 
(a). The black points show the values from [11] using CTEQ6 PDFs with the estimated^rrors 
from the proposed measurement^The red solid curve is using MRST02 PDFs with E = E = 0, 
and for the blue dashed curve is H is also set to zero, sin cp moments of the target spin asymmetry 
versus —t at Q^ = 4.1 GeV^ and XB = 0.36 (b), and versus XB at Q^ = 4 . 1 GeV^ and —t = 
0.52 GeV^ (c). The projected error bars represent the statistical uncertainties only. 
large angular coverage and exceptional statistical accuracy. Along with the measure-
ments of the beam-spin asymmetry, transversely polarized target-spin asymmetry and 
the helicity-dependent cross section, these data will provide a solid basis for a global 
fit of parametrized GPDs. With such a wide t and Q^ coverage, it will be possible to 
study the onset of twist-3 (and higher) effects which enter the beam-spin asymmetries 
and target-spin asymmetries with at least an additional power of v ^ / 2 -
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